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Nuclear-modification factor for open-heavy-flavor production at forward
rapidity in Cu plus Cu collisions at root s(NN)=200 GeV
Abstract
Background: Heavy-flavor production in p + p collisions is a good test of perturbative-quantum-
chromodynamics (pQCD) calculations. Modification of heavy-flavor production in heavy-ion collisions
relative to binary-collision scaling from p + p results, quantified with the nuclear-modification factor (R-AA),
provides information on both cold-and hot-nuclear-matter effects. Midrapidity heavy-flavor R-AA
measurements at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider have challenged parton-energy-loss models and resulted
in upper limits on the viscosity-entropy ratio that are near the quantum lower bound. Such measurements
have not been made in the forward-rapidity region.
Purpose: Determine transverse-momentum (p(T)) spectra and the corresponding R-AA for muons from
heavy-flavor meson decay in p + p and Cu + Cu collisions at root s(NN) = 200 GeV and y = 1.65.
Method: Results are obtained using the semileptonic decay of heavy-flavor mesons into negative muons. The
PHENIX muon-arm spectrometers measure the p(T) spectra of inclusive muon candidates. Backgrounds,
primarily due to light hadrons, are determined with a Monte Carlo calculation using a set of input hadron
distributions tuned to match measured-hadron distributions in the same detector and statistically subtracted.
Results: The charm-production cross section in p + p collisions at root s = 200 GeV, integrated over p(T) and
in the rapidity range 1.4 < y < 1.9, is found to be d(sigma e (e) over bar)/dy = 0.139 +/- 0.029
(stat)(-0.058)(+0.051) (syst) mb. This result is consistent with a perturbative fixed-order-plus-next-to-
leading-log calculation within scale uncertainties and is also consistent with expectations based on the
corresponding midrapidity charm-production cross section measured by PHENIX. The R-AA for heavy-flavor
muons in Cu + Cu collisions is measured in three centrality bins for 1 < p(T) < 4 GeV/c. Suppression relative
to binary-collision scaling (R-AA < 1) increases with centrality.
Conclusions: Within experimental and theoretical uncertainties, the measured charm yield in p + p collisions
is consistent with state-of-the-art pQCD calculations. Suppression in central Cu + Cu collisions suggests the
presence of significant cold-nuclear-matter effects and final-state energy loss.
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Background: Heavy-ﬂavor production in p + p collisions is a good test of perturbative-quantum-
chromodynamics (pQCD) calculations. Modiﬁcation of heavy-ﬂavor production in heavy-ion collisions relative
to binary-collision scaling from p + p results, quantiﬁed with the nuclear-modiﬁcation factor (RAA), provides
information on both cold- and hot-nuclear-matter effects. Midrapidity heavy-ﬂavor RAA measurements at the
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider have challenged parton-energy-loss models and resulted in upper limits on the
viscosity-entropy ratio that are near the quantum lower bound. Such measurements have not been made in the
forward-rapidity region.
Purpose: Determine transverse-momentum (pT ) spectra and the correspondingRAA for muons from heavy-ﬂavor
meson decay in p + p and Cu + Cu collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV and y = 1.65.
Method: Results are obtained using the semileptonic decay of heavy-ﬂavor mesons into negative muons. The
PHENIXmuon-arm spectrometers measure the pT spectra of inclusive muon candidates. Backgrounds, primarily
due to light hadrons, are determined with a Monte Carlo calculation using a set of input hadron distributions
tuned to match measured-hadron distributions in the same detector and statistically subtracted.
Results: The charm-production cross section in p + p collisions at √s = 200 GeV, integrated over pT and
in the rapidity range 1.4 < y < 1.9, is found to be dσcc¯/dy = 0.139 ± 0.029 (stat) +0.051−0.058 (syst) mb. This result
is consistent with a perturbative ﬁxed-order-plus-next-to-leading-log calculation within scale uncertainties and
is also consistent with expectations based on the corresponding midrapidity charm-production cross section
measured by PHENIX. The RAA for heavy-ﬂavor muons in Cu + Cu collisions is measured in three centrality
bins for 1 < pT < 4 GeV/c. Suppression relative to binary-collision scaling (RAA < 1) increases with centrality.
Conclusions: Within experimental and theoretical uncertainties, the measured charm yield in p + p collisions
is consistent with state-of-the-art pQCD calculations. Suppression in central Cu + Cu collisions suggests the
presence of signiﬁcant cold-nuclear-matter effects and ﬁnal-state energy loss.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.86.024909 PACS number(s): 25.75.Dw
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the energy loss mechanism for partons
moving through the hot dense partonic matter produced in
heavy-ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a key priority
in the ﬁeld of heavy-ion collision physics [1,2]. Production of
heavy quarks in heavy-ion collisions can serve as an important
tool for better understanding properties of the dense matter
created in such collisions. In particular, because of their large
mass, heavy quarks are almost exclusively produced in the
early stages of heavy-ion collisions and, therefore, can serve
as a probe of the subsequently created medium. The large
mass scale associated with the production of heavy quarks
also allows one to test perturbative quantum chromodynamics-
(pQCD) based theoretical models describing high-energy
collisions.
Recent measurements of heavy-quark production in heavy-
ion collisions [3–5] exhibit a suppression, which is larger
than expected and not easily reconciled with early theoretical
predictions [6,7]. In these calculations the dominant energy
loss mechanism for fast partons is gluon bremsstrahlung [8,9].
In this context, it was predicted that heavy quarks would lose
less energy than light quarks due to the so-called dead-cone
effect [10]. The disagreement between this prediction and
experimental results led to a consideration of alternative
in-medium parton energy loss mechanisms, assumed earlier
to have a small effect on heavy quarks compared to radiative
energy loss. In particular, it was suggested that heavy quarks
can lose a signiﬁcant amount of their energy through elastic
collisions with in-medium partons (collisional energy loss
mechanism) [11–13], especially in the intermediate transverse-
momentum range (pT ≈ 3–8 GeV/c) in which most of the
RHIC heavy-ﬂavor measurements are performed. Additional
mechanisms for in-medium energy loss for heavy quarks
*Deceased.
†PHENIX spokesperson: jacak@skipper.physics.sunysb.edu
have also been suggested [14,15]. Despite recent progress,
a universal theoretical framework precisely describing the
production of heavy quarks and their subsequent interactions
with the partonic medium created in heavy-ion collisions is
still needed, alongwith accuratemeasurements of heavy-quark
production in heavy-ion collisions,which are critical to test and
constrain the theoretical predictions.
Hidden heavy-ﬂavor (J/ψ) production has also been
extensively measured in heavy-ion collisions [16,17]. The
production of J/ψ mesons is expected to be affected by the
formation of a quark-gluon plasma due to the interplay of
several competing mechanisms, including suppression due to
a color screening mechanism similar to the Debye screening
in QED [18] and enhancement due to the coalescence of
uncorrelated cc pairs from the hot medium [19–21]. The
magnitude of such an enhancement depends strongly on
the production cross section of heavy ﬂavor in heavy-ion
collisions, measurements of which are, therefore, essential to
the interpretation of heavy quarkonia results.
A well-established observable for quantifying medium
effects in heavy-ion collisions is the nuclear-modiﬁcation
factor, RAA,
RAA = 1
Ncoll
σAA
σpp
, (1)
where σAA and σpp are the invariant cross sections for a given
process inA + A collisions and p + p collisions, respectively,
and Ncoll is the average number of nucleon-nucleon collisions
in the A + A collision, evaluated using a simple geometrical
description of the A nucleus [22].
For processes that are sufﬁciently hard (characterized by
large energy transfer), RAA is expected to be equal to unity in
the absence of nuclear effects. A value smaller (larger) than
unity indicates suppression (enhancement) of the observed
yield in A + A collisions relative to expectations based on
p + p collision results and binary-collision scaling.
Open heavy-ﬂavor production has been measured by the
PHENIX experiment at midrapidity (|η| < 0.35) [3]. This
024909-3
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paper presents the measurement of heavy-ﬂavor production
at forward rapidity (1.4 < |η| < 1.9) in Cu + Cu and p + p
collisions, and the resulting RAA, using negatively charged
muons from the semileptonic decay of heavy-ﬂavor mesons.
Due to the limited transverse-momentum range of the mea-
surement (1 < pT < 7 GeV/c), the contribution from beauty
to the heavy-ﬂavor yields is expected to be negligible and only
charm quarks are measured effectively.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a
short overview of the PHENIX detector subsystems relevant
to these measurements followed by a description of the data
sets and track selection criteria. Section III presents a detailed
description of the methodology for measuring the invariant
cross section in p + p collisions and RAA in Cu + Cu colli-
sions for muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decays. Results are
presented in Sec. IV and compared to existing measurements
as well as theoretical predictions in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA SETS
A. The PHENIX experiment
The PHENIX experiment is equipped with two muon
spectrometers [23], shown in Fig. 1, that provide pion
rejection at the level of 2.5 × 10−4 in the pseudorapidity
range −1.2 < η < −2.2 (south muon arm) and 1.2 < η < 2.4
(north muon arm) over the full azimuth. Each muon arm is
located behind a thick copper and iron absorber and composes
three stations of cathode strip chambers (the Muon Tracker,
or MuTr), surrounded by a radial magnetic ﬁeld, and ﬁve
“gaps” (numbered 0 to 4) consisting of a plane of steel
absorber and a plane of Iarrocci tubes (the Muon Identiﬁer,
or MuID). The MuTr measures the momentum of charged
particles by tracking their motion in the surrounding magnetic
ﬁeld. Matching the momentum of the particles reconstructed
in the MuTr to the penetration depth of the particle in the
MuID (that is, the lastMuID gap a given particle reaches) is the
primary tool used to identifymuonswith respect to the residual
hadronic background. Measured muons must penetrate 8 to 11
interaction lengths in total to reach the last gap of the MuID.
This corresponds to a reduction of the muon longitudinal
momentum (along the beam axis) of δpz = 2.3(2.45) GeV/c
in the south (north) muon arm. The MuID is also used in the
FIG. 1. (Color online) Side view of the PHENIX muon detectors
(2005).
online data acquisition to trigger on collisions that contain one
or more muon candidates.
Also used in this analysis are the Beam-Beam Counters
(BBC) [24], which comprise two arrays of 64 quartz ˇCerenkov
detectors that surround the beam, one on each side of
the interaction point. The BBCs measure charged particles
produced during the collision in the pseudorapidity range
3 < |η| < 3.9 and determine the collision’s start time, vertex
longitudinal position, and centrality (in Cu + Cu collisions).
The BBCs also provide the minimum bias trigger.
B. Data sets
Two data sets, recorded in 2005, are used in this analysis:
p + p collisions and Cu + Cu collisions at a center-of-mass
energy per nucleon-nucleon collision of √sNN = 200 GeV.
The p + p data used for this analysis have been recorded
using two muon enriched triggers, in coincidence with the
Minimum Bias (MB) trigger, which requires at least one hit in
each of the BBCs and covers approximately 55% of the total
p + p inelastic cross section. These two muon triggers rely on
the information recorded in the MuID. The ﬁrst (Deep) trigger
requires one or more muon candidates to reach the last plane
of the MuID (Gap4), whereas the second, less strict, (Shallow)
trigger requires one or more muon candidates to reach at least
the thirdMuID gap (Gap2). The integrated luminosity sampled
with these triggers and used for this analysis is 44.3 nb−1
(48.7 nb−1) for the south (north) muon arm.
All Cu + Cu data used for this analysis have been recorded
using theMinimumBias trigger described above. For Cu + Cu
collisions, this trigger covers approximately 94% of the total
inelastic cross section. The integrated luminosity sampledwith
this trigger and used for this analysis is 0.11 nb−1, using a
total Cu + Cu inelastic cross section seen by the minimum
bias trigger σ inelCu+Cu = 3.3 b.
C. Centrality determination
The centrality of each Cu + Cu collision is determined by
the total charge deposited in the BBCs. Three centrality bins
are used for this analysis: 0–20%, 20–40% and 40–94%,where
0–20% represents the most central 20% of the collisions. For
a given centrality bin, the average number of nucleon-nucleon
collisions (Ncoll) and the average number of participating
nucleons (Npart) are estimated using a Glauber calculation [22]
coupled to a model of the BBC response. Values of Ncoll and
Npart for the three centrality bins deﬁned above are listed in
Table I.
To ensure that the centrality bins are well deﬁned, collisions
are required to be within ±30 cm of the center of the PHENIX
detector along the beam axis.
TABLE I. Centrality characterization variables for Cu + Cu
collisions.
Centrality 0–20% 20–40% 40–94%
Ncoll 151.8 ± 17.1 61.6 ± 6.6 11.23 ± 1.3
Npart 85.9 ± 2.3 45.2 ± 1.7 11.7 ± 0.6
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic representation of rref variable.
D. Track selection
This section outlines the track-based selection variables.
zBBC The event vertex longitudinal position is measured by
the BBC detector. For low-momentum tracks (pT <
2 GeV/c) reconstructed in the north (south) muon arm
we demand zBBC > 0 (zBBC < 0). This arm-dependent
cut improves the signal-to-background ratio because light
hadrons produced during the collision have a probability
to decay into a muon that increases with their distance
from the front muon arm absorber, whereas muons from
short-lived heavy-ﬂavor hadrons have a yield that is
independent of zBBC (see also Sec. III C3).
zfit The vertex longitudinal position of a track evaluated using
a ﬁt of the track position and momentum measured in
the MuTr and extrapolated backward through the front
absorber toward the interaction point, together with the
BBC vertex measurement.
NMuTrhits The total number of track hits in the three MuTr
stations. A given track can have up to 16 MuTr hits.
NMuIDhits The total number of track hits in the ﬁve MuID gaps.
A given track can have up to two hits in each gap (10 in
total).
rref The distance to the beam axis of the track, as reconstructed
in the MuID only, when extrapolated (backward) to z = 0
(illustrated in Fig. 2).
Road Slope The slope of the track, as reconstructed
in the MuID only, measured at MuID Gap0:√
(dx/dz)2 + (dy/dz)2. A cut applied to this variable
eliminates combinatorial background generated in the
high hit-density region closest to the beam pipe.
DG0 The distance between the track positions calculated in
the MuTr and in the MuID, evaluated at the MuID Gap0
z position (see Fig. 3).
DDG0 The difference between the track angles calculated in
the MuTr and in the MuID, evaluated at the MuID Gap0
z position (see Fig. 3).
δz The difference between the event vertex longitudinal
position reconstructed by the BBC (zBBC) and the track
FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic representation of track selection
variables DG0 and DDG0.
longitudinal position provided by the track reconstruction
algorithm: δz = |zBBC − zﬁt|.
pδθ The effective scattering angle of the track in the front
absorber, δθ , scaled by the average of the momentum
measured at the vertex and at MuTr Station 1: p = (pvtx +
pst1)/2. The angle δθ is given by
δθ = cos−1
(−→
p vtx · −→p st1
pvtx.pst1
)
, (2)
where −→p st1 is the momentum vector measured at Station
1 and −→p vtx is the momentum vector at the vertex.
For a given track, δθ essentially measures the track
deﬂection in the front absorber due mostly to multiple
scattering and radiative energy loss, but also to the
magnetic ﬁeld upstream of Station 1. This deﬂection is
expected to be inversely proportional to the track total
momentum. Scaling the scattering angle δθ by the track
momentum therefore ensures that the pδθ distribution is
approximately Gaussian with a constant width for all pT
bins.
Cut values applied to these variables are, in some cases,
pT , species, and/or centrality dependent. Within a given pT ,
species, and centrality bin, the same cut values are applied to
both Monte Carlo simulations and real data.
Even after all cuts are applied to select good quality
muon candidates, there remains a small contamination of
misreconstructed tracks caused by (i) accidental combinations
of hits in the muon tracker that do not correspond to a real
particle and (ii) tracks arising from interactions between the
beam and residual gas in the beam pipe or between the beam
and beamline components.
These misreconstructed tracks, later denoted NF , are not
completely reproduced by experimental simulations and must
be estimated and properly subtracted from the inclusive muon
sample to evaluate the amount of muons from heavy-ﬂavor
decay. The method by which NF is estimated is based on the
distributions of the pδθ and δz variables and is described in
more detail in Sec. III B.
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Note: Positive muons are not used in this analysis due to a
poorer signal-background ratio resulting from the fact that both
antiprotons and negative kaons are more strongly suppressed
by the MuTr front absorbers than their positive counterparts.
The rapidity interval used for this measurement is smaller than
the rapidity coverage of the PHENIX muon spectrometers
(1.2 < |η| < 2.2) to reduce uncertainties in the acceptance
calculation.
III. METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF HEAVY-FLAVOR MUONS
A. Overview
The methodology used to measure heavy-ﬂavor muon (i.e.,
muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay) production in p +
p and Cu + Cu collisions is described in this section. This
analysis is a reﬁnement of techniques originally developed in
Refs. [25–27].
For both p + p and Cu + Cu collisions the double differ-
ential heavy ﬂavor muon invariant yield is deﬁned by
d2Nμ
2πpT dpT dη
= 1
2πpT pT η
NI − NC − NF
Nevt	
cc→μ
BBC A	
, (3)
where NI is the total number of muon candidates in the bin,
consisting of the tracks that reach the last gap of the MuID
(Gap4) and pass all track selection criteria;NC is the number of
tracks corresponding to the irreducible hadronic background,
as determined using a hadron cocktail approach (Sec. III C);
NF is the estimated number of misreconstructed tracks that
pass the track selection cuts accidentally (Sec. III B);Nevt is the
number of events; A	 is the detector acceptance and efﬁciency
correction (Sec. III E); and 	cc→μBBC is the BBC trigger efﬁciency
for events in which a heavy-ﬂavor muon at forward rapidity
is present. This efﬁciency amounts to 79% (100%) in p + p
(Cu + Cu) collisions.
The p + p and Cu + Cu invariant yields determined with
Eq. (3) can be used directly to determine the heavy-ﬂavor
muon RAA [Eq. (1)]. However, in order to minimize the
systematic uncertainty associated with the estimate of the
hadronic background by canceling the part of this uncertainty
that is correlated between thep + p and the Cu + Cu analyses,
RAA is calculated separately for a given i th version of theMonte
Carlo simulation of hadron cocktail used in the estimate ofNC ,
RiAA =
1
Ncoll
(
d2NCu+Cu/dpT dη
d2Npp/dpT dη
)i
. (4)
The ﬁnal value for RAA is then determined by taking the mean
of the values obtained for the different cocktails, eachweighted
by its ability to reproduce measured data, as discussed in
Sec. III G.
B. Contamination from misreconstructed tracks
NF , the number ofmisreconstructed tracks that accidentally
pass all track quality cuts, is estimated using the pδθ
distribution inside and outside of the δz cut deﬁned in Sec. II D.
These two distributions are shown in Fig. 4(a). The distribution
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FIG. 4. (Color online) pδθ distributions for negatively charged
inclusive muon candidates, 3 < pT < 4 GeV/c, measured in the
north muon arm for the 20% most central Cu + Cu collisions.
(a) Comparison of the distribution inside (black squares) and outside
(red triangles) the δz cut. (b) Comparison of the same distributions,
but the distribution outside the δz cut (red triangles) is normalized
to the distribution inside the δz cut (black squares) in the region
pδθ > pδθmax. In both panels, the vertical dashed line corresponds
to pδθmax.
inside the δz cut (black squares) shows two contributions:
a peak at pδθ = 0.05 rad GeV/c, corresponding to the
expected multiple scattering of muons in the front absorber,
and a tail out to large values of pδθ . In the distribution outside
the δz cut (red triangles), the signal peak has disappeared, and
only the tail remains. Note that the tail extends below the pδθ
cut; this is the NF contribution. Using the fact that the shape
of this tail appears to be the same on both sides of the δz cut,
one can estimate NF using
NF = αNF ′, (5)
where NF ′ is the number of tracks with pδθ < pδθmax but
δz > δzmax, and α normalizes the tails of the two distributions
above the pδθ cut,
α = N (pδθ > pδθmax, δz < δzmax)
N (pδθ > pδθmax, δz > δzmax)
. (6)
Figure 4(b) shows the pδθ distribution inside the δz cut
[black squares, identical to the corresponding distribution in
Fig. 4(a)] and the distribution outside the δz cut [red triangles
from Fig. 4(a)] after scaling by α [Eq. (6)].
Using Eqs. (5) and (6), it is found that NF amounts to
less than 1% of the inclusive muon sample in the lowest-pT
bin (1 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c) and increases with pT up to about
5% (12%) for the highest-pT bins in p + p (central Cu + Cu)
collisions. Uncertainties on these estimates are negligible in
the ﬁnal results.
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C. Hadron cocktail
Charged pions and kaons are the largest source of particles
in the PHENIX muon arms. Other species (p, p¯, K0s , K0L)
have small but nonzero contributions. Altogether, these light
hadrons constitute the main background source for the mea-
surement of muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay.
One can deﬁne three contributions to this background,
depending on how the particles enter the muon spectrometer:
Decay muons. Light hadrons that decay into muons before
reaching the ﬁrst absorber material. Since these particles
enter the spectrometer as muons, a fraction of them also
penetrate all the absorber layers of the MuID and enter
the pool of inclusive muon candidates.
Punch-through hadrons. Hadrons produced at the collision
vertex that do not decay but penetrate all MuID absorber
layers, thus also being (incorrectly) identiﬁed as muons.
Decay-in-MuTr. Hadrons produced at the collision vertex that
penetrate the muon arm front absorber and decay into a
muon inside the MuTr tracking volume, with the decay
muon then passing through the rest of the MuTr and the
MuID. Most such particles are simply not reconstructed
because of the decay angle between the primary hadron
and the decaymuon. However, some can be reconstructed,
usually with an incorrect momentum assigned to the track.
Due to the exponential pT distribution, even a small
number of such tracks can form a signiﬁcant background
at high pT but for the pT range in this analysis this
contribution is small.
While decay muons cannot be distinguished from punch-
through hadrons and heavy-ﬂavor muons on an event-by-event
basis, their production exhibits a strong vertex dependence, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. This feature plays a key role in constraining
heavy-ﬂavor background (Sec. III C3).
A series of Monte Carlo simulations (“hadron cocktail
packages”) are used to estimate the overall background due
FIG. 5. (Color online) Vertex z distribution of muon candidates
reconstructed in the north (z > 0) MuID Gap4, relative to the event
vertex z distribution (black circles). The vertex z dependencies of the
various contributions to the inclusive muon spectra are represented
schematically as colored boxes.
to light hadron sources. The construction of a given hadronic
cocktail package involves the following steps:
(i) Generate a primary hadron sample based on parameter-
ized pT and y distributions (Sec. III C1).
(ii) Propagate these hadrons through the muon spectrome-
ter using the complete GEANT3 [28] PHENIX simula-
tion. Each hadron cocktail package uses one of the two
hadron shower codes provided by GEANT3: G-FLUKA
or GHEISHA with a scaled value of the hadron-iron
interaction cross section (Sec. III C2).
(iii) For the Cu + Cu analysis the simulated hadrons are
then embedded in real events in order to account for
deterioration of the reconstructed track quality due to
high hit multiplicity.
(iv) Reconstruct the resulting particles using the same
reconstruction code and track quality cuts used in the
real data analysis. (Sec. II D).
(iv) Tune (that is, reweight) the input pT distributions (from
step 1) to match hadron distributions measured in the
muon arm (Sec. III C3).
1. Input particle distributions
Particle distributions required as input to the hadron cocktail
have not been measured over the required y and pT range
at RHIC energies. We therefore use a combination of data
from PHENIX, BRAHMS and STAR, together with next-to-
leading order (NLO) pQCD calculations to derive realistic
parametrizations of these distributions. An exact match to ac-
tual distributions is not necessary since the input distributions
are re-weighted tomatchmeasured-hadron distributions before
being used to generate estimates of NC (Sec. III C3).
We start with the π0 spectrum in p + p collisions at y = 0
measured by PHENIX [29]. This is extrapolated to y = 1.65
in two steps. First, an overall scale factor is obtained from
a Gaussian parametrization of the charged pion dN/dy
distribution measured by BRAHMS [30]. Next, the pT shape
is softened using a parametrization of the ratio of unidentiﬁed
hadron pT spectra measured by BRAHMS at η = 0 and η =
1.65 [31,32]. These two steps can be written analytically as
dN/dpT (π±, y = 1.65)
= dN/dpT (π0, y = 0) × exp
[− 12 (1.65/2.25)2]
× [1 − 0.1(pT [GeV/c] − 1)]. (7)
We next extrapolate this spectrum over the range
1.0  y  2.4 using a series of next-to-leading order (NLO)
calculations [33] to obtain the ratio dN/dpT (π±,y)
dN/dpT (π±,y=1.65) . Figure 6
shows a comparison of the hadron cocktail input for charged
pions compared to measured charged-pion distributions at
y = 0 and y = 2.95. Spectra for other hadron species in
the cocktail are obtained by multiplying the parameterized
pion spectra by parametrizations of measured values of
hadron-to-pion ratios as a function of pT .
With 8–11 interaction lengths of material prior to MuID
Gap4, approximately 4000 hadrons must be simulated to
obtain a single hadron reconstructed as a muon. Given this
level of rejection, it is very CPU intensive to generate
a sufﬁcient sample of high-pT hadrons using realistic pT
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Pion cross sections as a function of pt
used as initial hadron cocktail input, for several rapidity intervals in
[1.0, 2.2] (blue lines) compared to a ﬁt to the PHENIX π0 data at
y = 0 [29] (black line, open black circles) and BRAHMS π− data at
y = 2.95 [34] (open black circles).
spectra. A standard technique is to throw particles with a ﬂat
pT spectrum and then weight themwith a realistic distribution.
However, interactions in the absorber in front of the MuTr and
decays in the MuTr volume can both result in particles being
reconstructed with incorrect momentum. Due to the steeply
falling nature of the pT spectrum, tracks with low momentum
and incorrectly reconstructed with a higher momentum can
have a signiﬁcant contribution at high pT , with respect to
properly reconstructed tracks. As a compromise designed to
ensure statistically robust samples of both tracks with initial
high pT and with misreconstructed high pT , we multiply the
realistic pT distributions by p2T to form the simulation input
pT distributions and reweight the output of the simulation by
1/p2T to recover the initial distribution.
The particles in the primary hadron sample used as input to
each hadron cocktail package are generated as follows:
(i) The particle type and rapidity are chosen based on
dN/dy values obtained by integrating the unweighted
pT distributions described above.
(ii) The particle’s transverse momentum is chosen within
the range 0.8  pT  8 GeV/c using the p2T -weighted
pT distributions described above.
(iii) Since the muon spectrometer acceptance shows little
dependence on the vertex z position, the particle’s
z origin is chosen from a ﬂat distribution over the range
−35  z  35 cm.
(iv) The particle’s azimuthal angle, φ, is chosen from a ﬂat
distribution over 2π .
2. Hadron cocktail packages
Modeling hadron propagation through thick material is
known to be difﬁcult and neither hadron shower code available
in GEANT3 (G-FLUKA and GHEISHA) is able to reproduce
measured data in the PHENIX muon arms. The approach
we have chosen to circumvent this issue is to produce a
range of background estimates using a set of hadron cocktails
(referred to as packages), each of which uses one of the GEANT
hadron shower codes and a different, modiﬁed, value of the
hadron-iron interaction cross section. The set of background
estimates are then combined in a weighted fashion to extract
central values for production yields, RAA, and the contribution
to the systematic uncertainty on these quantities due to the
uncertainty in hadron propagation.
Using the default hadron-iron cross section, FLUKA simu-
lations produce more muon candidates than GHEISHA simula-
tions; therefore, the FLUKA cross sections are increased relative
to the default and the GHEISHA cross sections are decreased.
The cross-section modiﬁcations are referred to in terms of
percentage, so a 6% increase is referred to as 106%. Five
packages are used in this analysis: FLUKA105 (or FL105), FL106,
FL107, GHEISHA91 (or GH91), and GH92.
3. Tuning the hadron cocktail packages
To tune and validate a given hadron-cocktail package we
can compare its output to three measured-hadron distributions
as follows:
(i) The pT distribution of tracks that stop in MuID Gap2,
with pz larger than a given minimum value.
(ii) The pT distribution of tracks that stop in MuID Gap3,
with pz larger than a given minimum value.
(iii) The vertex z distribution of reconstructed tracks, nor-
malized to the collision-vertex distribution.
Particles that stop in MuID Gap2 or Gap3 are those tracks
for which no hit is found in the downstream gaps (Gap3
and/orGap4). Figure 7 shows the longitudinal-momentum (pz)
distribution of tracks stopping in MuID Gap3 obtained using
a given hadronic cocktail. Decay muons are characterized by
a sharp peak, corresponding to electromagnetic energy loss
in the absorber material. Note that the same peak would
be obtained for muons from heavy-ﬂavor decay. In contrast,
hadrons are characterized by a broad shoulder that extends to
much larger values ofpz. Forpz > pminz (withpminz ≈ 3GeV/c
in this example) one obtains a clean hadron sample. The hadron
input pT distributions can then be tuned so that a good match
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Simulated pz distributions for particles
that stop in MuID Gap3: (black squares) all particles; (red triangles)
stopped hadrons; (blue circles) decay muons.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Vertex z distribution of tracks recon-
structed in the north (z > 0) MuID Gap4 for two transverse-
momentum bins. The real data (black solid circles) are compared
to a given hadron-cocktail package (blue open diamonds). The
offset between data and the hadron cocktail is the contribution from
heavy-ﬂavor decays. The χ 2Gap4 is deﬁned in the text.
between the number of stopped hadrons in the simulation and
in real data is achieved in each pT bin.
Figure 8 shows dNμ/dzBBC (the z vertex distributions
of tracks, which reach the MuID Gap4 in the north muon
arm (located at positive z), normalized by the event vertex
distribution dNevt/dzBBC), for real data and hadron-cocktail
simulations in two muon-pT ranges. The approximately linear
dependence on zBBC is entirely due to the contribution of
muons from light hadrons decaying before the muon-tracker
front absorber. Muons from short-lived heavy-ﬂavor hadrons
have nomeasurable dependence on zBBC and their contribution
to the real-data sample is the source of the vertical offset
between the hadron cocktail and the real-data distributions.
Therefore, the hadron-cocktail package can be tuned by
matching the slopes of these two distributions in each pT bin.
The quality of this match is quantiﬁed by
χ2Gap4(pT ) =
Nbins∑
i=1
(Ni − N )2
σ 2i + σ 2mean
, (8)
where Nbins is the number of zBBC bins, Ni = dNI/dzBBC −
dNC/dzBBC is the difference between the data and simulation
for the i th zBBC bin, N is the average difference over the
entire zBBC range, σi and σmean are the statistical uncertainties
of Ni and N , respectively.
Tuning of each hadron-cocktail package is achieved by
iteratively selecting a set of pT -dependent weights (applied
to each track’s thrown pT ) that simultaneously optimizes
the agreement between data and simulation for the three
distributions described above. Applying these weights to those
simulated hadron tracks that reach MuID Gap4 determines the
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Relative dispersion between the NC yields
obtained with the ﬁve hadron cocktails for the p + p analysis. Each
hadron cocktail package is compared to the mean of the ﬁve packages
for the south (a) and north (b) muon arm.
corresponding hadron contribution to the inclusive muon yield
[NC , Eq. (3)].
Figure 9 shows the relative dispersion between NC values
obtained for the ﬁve different hadron cocktail packages used
for the p + p analysis, as a function of pT . For both muon
arms, the largest differences exist between the GHEISHA and
FLUKA cocktail packages for pT < 2 GeV/c, with a spread of
about 20%. ForpT > 3GeV/c, most of the dispersion between
the packages is due to increased statistical uncertainty in the
data yields used to tune the hadron cocktail.
4. Systematic uncertainties associated with individual hadron
cocktail packages
There are two systematic uncertainties associated with a
given hadron cocktail package:
σSystPack The uncertainty associated with the implementa-
tion of the hadron cocktail packages. It is composed of
two components: (1) the uncertainty in the background
calculation due to the uncertainty in the true K/π ratio,
conservatively estimated at 15% and correlated between
the two arms, and (2) the uncertainty in the background
calculation due to potential errors in the track-depth
determination arising from incorrect association of a hit
unrelated to the track and/or detector inefﬁciencies. This
uncertainty was evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations.
It is arm-independent and amounts to 10%. These two
contributions are uncorrelated and added in quadrature.
σPackMismatch The uncertainty that characterizes, as a func-
tion of pT , the ability of a given hadron cocktail package
to reproduce the measured distributions described in the
previous section. To evaluate this uncertainty the cocktail
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is tuned 3 times, each time matching one of the three
measured-hadron distributions perfectly. The dispersion
between the resulting background yields (NC) obtained
with these three different tunings, along with the central
value for NC obtained using the simultaneous tuning
described above, is assigned to σPackMismatch. A different
value is calculated for each muon arm, each pT and cen-
trality bin, and each of the ﬁve hadron cocktail packages.
Mathematical details of the calculation are outlined in
Sec. III G. Since the optimization is arm independent, this
uncertainty is uncorrelated between the two muon arms.
The magnitude of this uncertainty varies from 10 to 20%
depending on the muon arm and the pT bin.
D. Other background sources
In addition to the hadronic background, other background
sources include muons from heavy-ﬂavor-resonance leptonic
decay (e.g., χc, J/ψ , ψ ′, and the ϒ family); muons from
Drell-Yan; and muons from light vector meson decay (ρ, φ,
and ω).
These three sources contribute signiﬁcantly less to the
inclusive yields than the backgrounds from light hadrons.
Monte Carlo simulations performed in the same manner as in
Ref. [5] show that their contribution to the ﬁnal heavy-ﬂavor
muon pT spectrum is less than 5% in the pT range used for
this analysis and they have negligible impact with respect to
the other sources of systematic uncertainties.
E. Acceptance and efficiency corrections
Acceptance and efﬁciency corrections are evaluated using
simulated single muons, propagated through the detector
using the PHENIX GEANT3 simulation and reconstructed
with the same analysis code and the same track quality cuts
used for the real data analysis. These corrections account
for the detector’s geometrical acceptance and inefﬁciencies
(for example, due to tripped high-voltage channels or dead
front-end electronic channels). They also account for themuon
trigger, reconstruction code, and analysis cut inefﬁciencies.
The hit multiplicity in the MuTr for Cu + Cu collisions is
much higher than for p + p collisions and for the single muon
simulations. To account for deterioration of the reconstruction
efﬁciency in presence of such high-multiplicity events, simu-
lated single muon events are embedded into real data Cu + Cu
events before running the reconstruction and evaluating the
A	 correction. (The maximum efﬁciency loss, for the highest
multiplicity Cu + Cu collisions, is 16%.)
A reference run, representative of a given data-taking
period, is chosen to deﬁne the detector’s response to particles
passing through it. This includes notably the list of inactive
high-voltage and electronic channels. Remaining run-to-run
variations with respect to this reference run are small due
to the overall stability of the detector’s performance and are
included in the systematic uncertainties (σrun to run = 2%).
A comparison between the hit distributions in the MuTr
and the MuID obtained for the reference run in real data and
simulations is used to assign an additional systematic error
on our ability to reproduce the real detector’s response in
TABLE II. Uncertainties in the acceptance and efﬁciency correc-
tions. Individual components are added in quadrature to obtain the
total value of σA	 .
Component Value
σMuTr MuTr station data/MC 8%
σMuID MuID Gap4 efﬁciency uncertainty 4.5%
σrun to run Run-to-run variation 2%
σp−scale Momentum scale 1.5%
σA	 Total 9.5%
the simulations. Areas with unacceptable discrepancies are
removed from both the simulations and the real data using
ﬁducial cuts. Remaining discrepancies are accounted for with
a 8% systematic uncertainty for the MuTr and 4.5% for the
MuID.
Another systematic uncertainty, σp−scale, is assigned to a
possible systematic bias between the particle’s reconstructed
momentum and its real momentum. This uncertainty is
estimated by comparing the measured J/ψ invariant mass
(using the dimuon invariant mass distribution) and its Particles
Data Group (PDG) value. This uncertainty amounts to ∼1.5%.
Table II summarizes the acceptance and efﬁciency related
uncertainties, which sum quadratically to 9.5%.
F. Systematic uncertainties
This section summarizes systematic uncertainties associ-
ated with this analysis, most of which have been described in
previous sections:
(i) Systematic uncertainties associated with individual
hadron cocktail packages, σSystPack and σPackMismatch
(Sec. III C4);
(ii) Systematic uncertainty resulting from the dispersion of
the results obtained with the different hadron cocktail
packages (introduced in Sec. III C2, mathematical
details in Sec. III G);
(iii) Systematic uncertainty on the acceptance and efﬁciency
correction factors, σA	 (Sec. III E and Table II).
These systematic uncertainties are calculated indepen-
dently for each arm, pT bin, and centrality bin.
The ﬁrst three uncertainties listed above (ﬁrst two items) are
related to the hadronic background estimate and are combined
to form a σmodel systematic uncertainty, following a method
described in Sec. III G.
For invariant cross-section measurements (in p + p col-
lisions) and measurements of RAA, one must add to the
uncertainties above the systematic uncertainty on the p + p
inelastic cross section seen by the minimum bias trigger,
σ
pp
	
cc→μ
BBC
= 9.6%. For RAA measurements, one must also add
the systematic uncertainty on the mean number of binary
collisions (Ncoll) in each centrality bin, as provided by the
Glauber calculation used to determine this quantity.
Table III summarizes the systematic uncertainties in this
analysis.
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TABLE III. Uncertainties in the single muon analysis. The
individual components contribute to the ﬁnal uncertainty as discussed
in Sec. III G.
Component Value
σPackMismatch Package mismatch varies, 10–20%
σSystPack Single package uncertainty 18%
σA	 Acceptance and efﬁciency 9.5%
σ
pp
	
cc→μ
BBC
	
cc→μ
BBC 9.6%
σNcoll Ncoll varies, 10–13%
G. Determination of the central value for heavy-flavor-muon
production yields and RAA
This section details the procedure used to combine the
results from multiple hadron cocktail packages to obtain the
central values for the pT spectra and RAA and to propagate
associated systematic uncertainties. This discussion includes
the deﬁnition of σPackMismatch and σmodel. Throughout this
section, the variable Q is used to represent either the invariant
yield or RAA for a given pT and centrality bin; the procedure
is the same for both, except where noted explicitly.
(i) For each pT bin i, hadron cocktail package j , and
package tuning k, we calculate the value Qi,j,k where
k = 1 is the optimal tuning that best matches
all three hadron distributions simultaneously (see
Sec. III C3);
k = 2 is the tuning that best reproduces the pT
distribution of particles stopping in MuID Gap2;
k = 3 is the tuning that best reproduces the pT
distribution of particles stopping in MuID Gap3;
k = 4 represents the tuning that best reproduces
the vertex z distribution of particles reachingMuID
Gap4.
The tuning k = 1 is used for the central value, whereas
the other tunings are used to establish the systematic
uncertainty for a single hadron cocktail package due
to its inability to completely describe measured-hadron
distributions.
(ii) The package mismatch contribution to the uncertainty
on the measurement Qi,j,k is estimated by the standard
deviation between the four tunings, k,
σ 2PackMismatch,i,j =
1
4
4∑
k=1
(Qi,j,k − 〈Qi,j,k〉)2. (9)
(iii) For each pT bin i and package j , the associated total
uncertainty σi,j is computed,
σ 2i,j = σ 2StatData,i + σ 2StatPack,i,j
+ σ 2SystPack,i + σ 2PackMismatch,i,j + σ 2A	,i , (10)
where the ﬁrst two contributions, σ 2StatData,i and
σ 2StatPack,i , are the statistical uncertainties on the data
and on the simulation and all other terms have already
been introduced in previous sections.
(iv) Using σi,j from step 3 we calculate the weighted mean
of the Qi,j values obtained for the optimal tuning
(k = 1) of the different packages, j , in each pT bin, i,
〈Qi〉 =
5∑
j=1
wi,jQi,j,k=1, (11)
where
wi,j ≡
1/σ 2i,j∑5
j=1 1/σ 2i,j
. (12)
(v) The total uncertainty on the ﬁnal measurement is the
variance of the weighted mean,
Var(〈Qi〉) =
5∑
j=1
w2i,j σ
2
i,j + 2
5∑
j<m
wi,jwi,mσ
2
common,i ,
(13)
where σcommon,i is the part of the total uncertainty that
is correlated among different packages,
σ 2common,i ≡ σ 2StatData,i + σ 2SystPack,i + σ 2A	,i . (14)
(vi) The total uncertainty Var(〈Qi〉)1/2 is split into statistical
and systematic components,
Var(〈Qi〉) = σ 2StatCombined,i + σ 2SystCombined,i (15)
with
σ 2StatCombined,i = σ 2StatData,i +
1
5
5∑
j=1
σ 2StatPack,i,j (16)
and (by construction)
σ 2SystCombined,i ≡ Var(〈Qi〉) − σ 2StatCombined,i (17)
so the ﬁnal measurement, in a given muon arm, is
written
〈Qi〉 ± σStatCombined,i ± σSystCombined,i . (18)
The systematic uncertainty can be further decomposed
to quantify σmodel,i , the contribution from the uncer-
tainty due to the hadronic cocktail model uncertainties,
σ 2SystCombined,i = σ 2model,i + σ 2A	,i . (19)
σSystCombined,i is pT - and arm dependent, varying from
14 to 23%, from which we see that σmodel,i varies
between 10 and 21%.
(vii) The independent north and south measurements are
combined using
〈Qi〉 =
2∑
j=1
wi,jQi,j , (20)
where i is the index of the pT bin, j the arm index,
and wi,j a weight calculated in the same manner as in
Eq. (12), using the following total uncertainty on the
measurement Qi,j ,
σ 2i,j = σ 2StatCombined,i,j + σ 2SystCombined,i,j , (21)
which is identical to the expression of Eq. (15)
but explicitly includes the arm index, j .
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The total uncertainty on the arm-averaged Qi
value is calculated in a manner similar to Eq. (13),
Var(〈Qi〉) =
2∑
j=1
w2i,j σ
2
i,j + 2
2∑
j<m
wi,jwi,mσ
2
arm common,i ,
(22)
where σ 2arm common,i is the systematic uncertainty com-
mon to both muon arms due to uncertainty on
cocktail input. For convenience, this uncertainty is
again split into a statistical contribution σStatCombined,i
and a systematic contribution σSystCombined,i deﬁned by
σ 2SystCombined,i ≡ Var(〈Qi〉) − σ 2StatCombined,i (23)
so the ﬁnal, arm-averaged, measurement of Qi is
written,
〈Qi〉 ± σSystCombined,i ± σStatCombined,i . (24)
As already noted in Sec. III F, for invariant cross section
measurements (in p + p collisions) and RAA measurements
one must add the systematic uncertainty on the p + p inelastic
cross section seen by the minimum bias trigger, σpp
	
cc→μ
BBC
in
quadrature to the uncertainties above. For RAA measurements
one must also add the systematic uncertainty on the mean
number of binary collisions Ncoll in each centrality bin.
IV. RESULTS
A. Heavy-flavor muon pT distributions in p + p
and Cu + Cu collisions
Figure 10 shows the production cross section of negatively
charged muons from decays of heavy-ﬂavor mesons as a
function of pT in p + p collisions at √s = 200 GeV. Vertical
bars correspond to statistical uncertainties. Boxes correspond
to the systematic uncertainties calculated following the steps
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Production cross section of negative
muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay as a function of pT in
p + p collisions at √s = 200 GeV. Vertical errors bars and boxes
correspond to statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively, as
described in the text.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Invariant production yields of negative
muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay as a function pT in p + p
collisions at
√
s = 200GeV (open squares) and in Cu + Cu collisions
for three different centrality bins (40–94%, 20–40%, and 0–20%),
scaled by powers of 10 for clarity (ﬁlled circles). The solid line
associated with each set of points corresponds to a ﬁt to the p +
p invariant yield distribution described in the text, scaled by the
appropriate number of binary collisions Ncoll when comparing to the
Cu + Cu measurements.
described in Sec. III G. The measurements from both muon
arms have been combined to reduce the overall uncertainty.
Measured values for each pT bin are listed in the Appendix
(Table IV).
Figure 11 shows the invariant yield of negative muons
from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay for all analyzed Cu + Cu
centrality bins, compared to the invariant yield measured
in p + p collisions. The solid lines correspond to a ﬁt
to the p + p data using the function A[1 + (pT /B)2]−4.2,
similar to the one used in Ref. [35], scaled by the average
number of binary collisions Ncoll for each Cu + Cu central-
ity bin. For peripheral (40–94% centrality) and midcentral
(20–40% centrality) Cu + Cu collisions, reasonable agree-
ment is observed between the measurement and the scaled
ﬁt to the p + p data. In contrast, central Cu + Cu collisions
(0–20%) exhibit a systematic suppression in the yield of
negative muons from heavy-ﬂavor decay relative to binary
collision scaling. This is quantiﬁed in Sec. IVC).
B. Charm cross section, dσcc¯/d y|〈 y〉=1.65 in p + p collisions
The p + p heavy-ﬂavor muon pT distribution is used
to estimate the charm differential production cross section,
dσcc¯/dy at forward rapidity (〈y〉 = 1.65), as described in
detail in Ref. [27]. The muon pT spectrum measured in
p + p collisions spans from pT = 1 to 7 GeV/c. Estimation
of the full charm charm cross section requires a theoretical
calculation in order to extrapolate the measurement down to
pT = 0 GeV/c. A set of ﬁxed-order-plus-next-to-leading-log
(FONLL) [36,37] calculations have been used in this analysis.
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The charm-production cross section dσcc¯/dy is derived
from the heavy-ﬂavor muon cross section using
dσcc¯/dy = 1
BR(c → μ)
1
Cl/D
dσμ−
dy
, (25)
where BR(c → μ) is the total muon branching ratio of
charm and is ﬁxed to 0.103 in FONLL; Cl/D is a kinematic
correction factor, also provided by the FONLL calculation,
which accounts for the difference in rapidity distributions
between leptons and D mesons; and dσμ−/dy is the total
cross section for negative muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson
decay, integrated over pT and estimated by extrapolating
our measurement down to pT = 0 GeV/c using the FONLL
calculation.
1. Extrapolation of the data for pT < 1.0 GeV/c
Low pT muons dominate the integrated heavy-ﬂavor muon
cross section due to the power-law-like behavior of the pT
distribution (Fig. 10): According to the central value of the
FONLL calculation, the integrated charm cross section for
p
μ
T > 1 GeV/c represents about 6% of the total. Additionally,
the contribution of bottom quark decays to the heavy-ﬂavor
muon pT distribution becomes increasingly relevant for pT >
4 GeV/c but has a negligible contribution to the integral and
is ignored hereafter.
The measured spectrum and the scaled FONLL prediction
agree to within ±10% for all data points [27]. Therefore,
extrapolation of the measured heavy-ﬂavor muon pT spectra
down to pT = 0 GeV/c using FONLL is given by
dσcc¯/dy|PHENIX = dσcc¯/dy|FONLL αFONLL, (26)
where αFONLL is a constant determined by ﬁtting the central
values of the FONLL pT distribution to the data for pT >
1 GeV/c. It amounts to 3.75 and is used in determining the
central value for PHENIX muons shown in Fig. 12.
σ
 = 200 GeVsp+p
’Adare et al. 2006’
FIG. 12. (Color online) cc production cross section as a function
of rapidity in p + p collisions, measured using semileptonic decay
to electrons from Adare et al. [38] (solid square) and to muons (solid
circle).
2. Systematic uncertainties on dσcc¯/d y|〈 y〉=1.65
The total systematic uncertainty assigned to
dσcc¯/dy|〈y〉=1.65 is a combination of experimental
and theoretical uncertainties, added in quadrature. The
experimental systematic uncertainty on the integral above
pT > 1 GeV/c is determined by the appropriate quadrature
sumof the systematic uncertainties on the individualpT points.
This uncertainty is up-down symmetric and is equal to 32%.
The theoretical uncertainty for dσcc¯/dy|〈y〉=1.65 originates
from the FONLL uncertainties, which are determined by
varying the factorization scale, μF , the renormalization scale,
μR , and the charm quark mass. Other contributions, such as
fragmentation and parton distribution functions, are smaller
and neglected in this analysis. The FONLL upper and lower
spectra, obtained by variation of the FONLL parameters [27],
are treated as approximations for a one standard deviation
systematic variation of the magnitude and shape of the predic-
tion. The ratio of the measured pT spectra for pT > 1 GeV/c
to the upper and lower FONLL spectra are ﬁt independently
to determine the corresponding two normalization factors.
The difference between these two normalization factors is
then used as a theoretical uncertainty. This uncertainty is
asymmetric and amounts to +29−37%. These FONLL systematic
uncertainties are consistent with those of a previous study
[27], which examined the different pT spectra obtained
by varying the FONLL parameters, 1.3 < Mc[GeV/c]< 1.7,
0.5 < μR/mT < 2, 0.5 < μF/mT < 2, with mT representing
transverse mass. The different predicted theoretical pT spectra
ranged within an envelope of ±35% relative to the central
spectrum.
3. Integrated charm production cross section
at 〈 y〉 = 1.65 in p + p collisions
The integrated charm-production cross section at forward
rapidity (〈y〉 = 1.65) obtained with this method is
dσcc/dy|〈y〉=1.65 = 0.139 ± 0.029 (stat)+0.051−0.058 (syst)mb.(27)
This measurement is shown in Fig. 12, together with the
measurement performed by PHENIX at midrapidity [38]
and the FONLL central value and upper and lower bounds,
based on Ref. [39]. The full circle, located at y = −1.65,
corresponds to the combined measurement performed in both
muon arms. The open circle, located at y = 1.65, corresponds
to its mirror image.
C. Heavy-flavor muon RAA in Cu + Cu collisions
as a function of pT
Figure 13 showsRAA(pT ) formuons fromheavy-ﬂavorme-
son decay in Cu + Cu collisions as a function of muon pT for
three centrality bins (40–94%, 20–40%, and 0–20%). As was
the case for invariant yields and cross sections, the two inde-
pendentmeasurements obtainedwith eachmuon armare statis-
tically combined, following themethod discussed in Sec. III G.
Vertical bars correspond to the quadrature sum of statis-
tical uncertainties and point-to-point correlated systematic
uncertainties; boxes centered on the data points correspond
to point-to-point correlated systematic uncertainties and the
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Transverse-momentum distribution of
RAA for negative muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay in Cu + Cu
collisions in the following centrality bins: 40–94% (a), 20–40% (b),
and 0–20% (c). Also shown in (c) is a theoretical calculation from
Refs. [40,41], discussed in Sec. V.
vertical gray band centered on unity corresponds to the
uncertainty on Ncoll, as listed in Table I. Also shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 13 is a theoretical calculation from Refs.
[40,41], discussed in Sec. V. The measured values for each pT
bin and each centrality bin are listed in theAppendix (TableV).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The measurement of heavy-ﬂavor muon production in
p + p collisions at √s = 200 GeV reported in this paper is a
signiﬁcant improvement over the previous PHENIX published
result [25]. The transverse-momentum range of the present
measurement is extended to pT = 7 GeV/c (compared to
pT = 3 GeV/c in the previous analysis). The differential
production cross section is integrated over pT to calculate
a charm-production cross section at forward rapidity of
dσcc¯/dy|〈y〉=1.65 = 0.139 ± 0.029 (stat)+0.051−0.058 (syst) mb. This
cross section is compatible with a FONLL calculation within
experimental and theoretical uncertainties. It is also compati-
ble with expectations based on the corresponding midrapidity
charm-production cross section measured by PHENIX.
Muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay have also been
measured in Cu + Cu collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV/c,
in the same rapidity and momentum range. This allows
determination of the heavy-ﬂavor muon RAA as a function of
pT in three centrality bins, 40–94%, 20–40%, and 0–20%. As
shown in Fig. 13, no clear suppression is observed across most
of the transverse-momentum range for muon yields measured
in peripheral (40–94%) and midcentral (20–40%) Cu + Cu
collisions compared toNcoll-scaledp + p collisions. However,
heavy-ﬂavor muon production is signiﬁcantly suppressed for
central Cu + Cu collisions (0–20%), with the largest effect
observed for pT > 2 GeV/c. Interestingly, as demonstrated
in Fig. 14, the level of suppression for these higher-pT
heavy-ﬂavor muons (the last red point on right) is comparable
to the level of suppression observed for high-pT nonphotonic
electrons measured at midrapidity in the most central Au +
Au collisions (the last blue point on right). One expects
the Bjorken energy density of the matter produced in the
midrapidity region in the most central Au + Au collisions to
be at least twice as large as that of the matter produced in
the forward rapidity region in most central Cu + Cu collisions
partN
210
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A
R
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1.0
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1.4
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 > 2 GeV/c
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Comparison of RAA as a function of
Npart between negative muons from heavy-ﬂavor decay reconstructed
at forward rapidity (1.4 < y < 1.9) and pT > 2 GeV in Cu + Cu
collisions (red squares) and nonphotonic electrons reconstructed at
midrapidity and pT > 3 GeV in Au + Au collisions from Adare
et al. [4]) (blue circles).
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[26,42]. Therefore, the large suppression observed in Cu + Cu
collisions suggests signiﬁcant (cold) nuclear effects at forward
rapidity in addition to effects due to strongly interacting
partonic matter.
As shown in the Fig. 13(c), the suppression of heavy-
ﬂavor muon production for central Cu + Cu collisions is
consistentwith a recent theoretical calculation performed at the
same rapidity (y = 1.65) for pT > 2.5 GeV/c [40,41]. This
calculation includes effects of heavy-quark energy loss (both
elastic and inelastic) and in-mediumheavymeson dissociation.
Additionally, the calculation accounts for cold nuclear matter
effects relevant for heavy-ﬂavor production [43], namely
shadowing (nuclear modiﬁcation of the parton distribution
functions of the nucleon) and initial-state energy loss due to
multiple scattering of incoming partons before they interact to
form the cc pair.
New PHENIX inner silicon vertex detectors will greatly
improve heavy-ﬂavor production measurements and allow
separation of charm and bottom contributions [44,45]. Such
measurements will further clarify and guide theoretical un-
derstanding of medium-induced energy-loss mechanisms in
hot dense partonic matter and ultimately contribute to an
improved understanding of QCDmatter at extreme energy and
density.
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TABLE IV. Differential-invariant cross section of negative muons
from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay for 200 GeV p + p collisions at
midrapidity.
pT 1/(2πpT ) d2σ/(dpT dη) Stat. error Syst. error
(GeV/c) (mb)
1.12 3.64 × 10−4 1.55 × 10−5 1.23 × 10−4
1.36 1.19 × 10−4 2.85 × 10−6 3.39 × 10−5
1.61 4.57 × 10−5 1.15 × 10−6 1.25 × 10−5
1.86 1.92 × 10−5 5.39 × 10−7 5.18 × 10−6
2.11 8.31 × 10−6 3.02 × 10−7 2.27 × 10−6
2.36 3.52 × 10−6 1.54 × 10−7 1.18 × 10−6
2.61 1.67 × 10−6 9.21 × 10−8 5.74 × 10−7
2.86 9.12 × 10−7 6.04 × 10−8 3.18 × 10−7
3.21 3.83 × 10−7 2.28 × 10−8 1.22 × 10−7
3.72 1.41 × 10−7 1.24 × 10−8 4.15 × 10−8
4.38 3.34 × 10−8 3.49 × 10−9 1.12 × 10−8
5.65 2.99 × 10−9 1.09 × 10−9 1.31 × 10−9
APPENDIX: DATA TABLES
Table IV gives the differential invariant cross section of
muons from heavy-ﬂavor decay in
√
s = 200 GeV p + p
collisions and corresponds to Fig. 10. Table V gives the RAA
of muons from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay for the different
centrality bins of √sNN = 200 GeV Cu + Cu collisions and
corresponds to Fig. 13.
TABLE V. Nuclear-modiﬁcation factor, RAA, of negative muons
from heavy-ﬂavor meson decay as a function of pT for the speciﬁed
centrality bins of Cu + Cu collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV.
Centrality pT (GeV/c) RAA Stat. error Syst. error
1.13 6.93 × 10−1 3.98 × 10−2 1.87 × 10−1
1.38 5.41 × 10−1 3.49 × 10−2 1.87 × 10−1
1.63 6.57 × 10−1 5.32 × 10−2 2.20 × 10−1
0–20% 1.875 6.26 × 10−1 6.74 × 10−2 2.28 × 10−1
2.25 4.54 × 10−1 6.90 × 10−2 1.50 × 10−1
2.75 3.61 × 10−1 1.09 × 10−1 1.46 × 10−1
3.5 3.95 × 10−1 1.46 × 10−1 2.00 × 10−1
1.13 1.03 5.59 × 10−2 2.66 × 10−1
1.38 9.32 × 10−1 4.63 × 10−2 2.46 × 10−1
1.63 1.11 6.95 × 10−2 3.72 × 10−1
20–40% 1.875 1.34 1.08 × 10−1 4.59 × 10−1
2.25 1.15 1.06 × 10−1 3.18 × 10−1
2.75 8.14 × 10−1 1.40 × 10−1 2.80 × 10−1
3.5 4.42 × 10−1 2.03 × 10−1 2.96 × 10−1
1.13 1.36 7.27 × 10−2 3.38 × 10−1
1.38 1.28 6.26 × 10−2 3.21 × 10−1
1.63 1.16 8.87 × 10−2 3.08 × 10−1
40–94% 1.875 1.16 1.37 × 10−1 3.30 × 10−1
2.25 8.64 × 10−1 1.43 × 10−1 2.73 × 10−1
2.75 6.94 × 10−1 1.92 × 10−1 3.30 × 10−1
3.5 8.09 × 10−1 2.80 × 10−1 3.47 × 10−1
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